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THE DESIGN AMD BUILDIBG OF A JWEHTX-JPIVE THOUSAND VOLT TRANSFORMER.

In view of the fact that the college authorities have

purchased a set of wireless apparatus, it was thought best
to design and construct a transformer of suitable size for
transforming the power to be used by this set of instruments.
The power required for such a set iB approximately 5K.
at 25,000 volts.

,

This size is sufficiently powerful to

transmit waves which can be detected for 1,000 miles.

The theory of wireless telegraphy will not be taken up

in this treatise, but rathor the design of tho transformer
and various calculations pertaining thereto.

As ordinarily used, the term "stationary" or "Static"
transformer refers to a magnetic circuit of laminated iron
linked with two distinct and separate coils of wire.

It is

used for changing the current or voltage in an alternating
system from one value to another with an inversely changed

value of voltage or current.'

If the delivered voltage is

greater than the supply voltage the apparatus is known as
a step-up transformer, and if the order is reversed it is

called a step-down transformer.

The same transformer may

of course be used for both cases, all depending merely upon
the way in which it is connected to the circuit.
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The principal parts of a transformer are the core,

primary winding, secondary winding, and containing case.
The core is built up of laminations of 14 mills thickness

for several reasons which will bo explained later.

Direct

ly over this core, on the two long legs, are wound the

turns of the primary winding.

This winding is separated

from the core by wooden strips and a layer of linen cloth
and tape.

Over the primary winding is placed the sooond-

ary winding, and, considering the high voltage in the sever

al coils, it is necessary to exercise the greatest care in

insulating this from the primary winding, and also in sepa

rating the' many coils of the secondary in such a way that
there is absolutely no danger of 8 short circuit.

Between

the layers of the secondary are placed two sheets of wood
fiber and also one thickness of linen cloth.

Besides all

this insulation the transformer proper will be submerged
in a oase containing a high grade of oil.

This in itself

serves not only to insulate the various coils from each

other and from the core, but also to conduct the heat gener
ated to some cooler surface where it is dissipated by the
surrounding air.

In large transformers the oil is caused to

circulate through the transformer by using oil pumps, but in
this small size it is deemed unnecessary to use this system.
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The oil should be free from any conducting material, and it
should be thin enough so as to circulate with ease when sub

jected to the varying pressures of the difforent places in

the transformer.

Many kinds of transformer oil have been tried,

but the mineral oils are now used almost exclusively.

Good trans

former oil should not evaporate appreciably up to 100° centigrade,
nor should it give off gases fast enough to produce an explosive

mixture up to 100° centigrade.

It should be free from alkali,

acid or sulphur compounds, and should not contain any moisture.
It has been proved by experiment that moisture to the extent of

.06 per cent reduces the dielectric strength to 50 per cent of

the value when free from moisture.

Experiment has also shown

that dry oil will withstand 25,000 volts between two .5" knobs

separated by .15".

The test for moisture is made by thrusting

a red hot iron into tho oil; If the oil "spits" or "crackles",

moisture is present.

Thero are several methods of removing

this moisture, one of them being the dehydrating method, which
will not be discussed at this tiiie.

"aving shown the method of placing the coils, and the means

of separating by insulating materials, it might be well to dis
cuss briefly the operations of a transformer.

An alternating current is taken into the primary coils, and

this current causes rapid reversals of flux in and through the
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raagnetic circuit.

These reversals of flux induce an alternating

E. II. F. in the other coils which in turn deliver this trans

formed power to the receiving circuit.

The coils to which

power is delivered is known as the primary winding, and the
coils which deliver the transformed power is called the sec
ondary.

The core and coils are mounted on a little wooden stand,
in the case, but insulated from It by wood fiber.

As has al

ready been stated, the case is full of oil to better the in
sulation.

There are two distinct types of transformers, namely,
the core and shell type.

The core type is one in which the

coils of wire surround, the core of laminated iron.

This

transformer as designed is of the core type. The shell
type is one in v.hidh the core surrounds the coilB. The
coils are made up of flat sections, the primaries and sec
ondaries alternating.

A little room is left between the

coils so as to allow tho oil to circulate freely. After the
coils have been built up into one mass or structure, the core
is built up around each leg, the inner surfaces of the lam

inations being separated from the coils by some good insulat
ing material.
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If the resistance of the coils were zero, and the magnetic
leakage negligible, and if the magnetic reluctance were nill,

the action of a transformer

ould be very simple, but such is

not the case, hence we do not have the ideal transformer.

The

actual transformer is subject to all the failings as above men
tioned, and the calculations for these losses will appear in
the calculated data.

Transformer Action.-

I1 in the following discussion

represents the nurabor of turns on the primary, and I* re

presents the number of turns on the secondary coil.

The coilB

are assurned to have negligible resistance, and all the flux

that passes through one coil is assumed to pass through the
other also.

Ratio of Primary Current to Secondary Current. -

The

only thing that opposes the flow of the current through the
primary coil, aside from the resistance, is the reacting
electro-motive force induced in the primary coil by the re

versals of magnetization of the core.

The combined magnetiz

ing action of the primary and secondary coils is always such as
to produce magnetism in the core to that degree which will make
tho reacting E. M. F. in the primary coil equal to the B«

• F.

in the alternator which is forcing current through the primary
coil.
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Supposing the secondary coil to be opon-clrcuited,

just enough current flows through the primary coil to
produce such a degree of magnetization as above specified.

This current is known as the magnetizing current or M.
'.There current I" is taken from the secondary, additional

current, called the load current, I» flows through the
primary.

The current M still suffices to magnetize the

core, and the magnetizing action of I" is exactly neu

tralized by the equal and opposite magnetizing action of I*.
This magnatizing action of I" is measured by II" I", and of

IV by S* I', so ignoring algebraic signs we have:
H" I" • H»

I» or

I•

- "
I"

If"

-

.

'

Relation of Primary E.M.E. to Secondary E.L1.F. - ^he
rapid reversals of magnetization of the iron core Induce

a certain E.I.I.E. in each turn of wire that surrounds the
core.

Therefore the total S.H.7. that is induced in the

primary coil is II1 a.

This is the reactinL

. .F. in the

primary coil, and is equal and opposite, as was shown above,

to the E.U.F.
coil;

E» is pushing current through the primary

re have then E» * i,r,a.
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By the same method E" induced in the secondary is E" • If" a

Therefore E»" IP

3"

If' *

Equivalent Resistance and Reactance of an Ideal Transformer,

"hile the primary of a transformer takes from the supply mains

a definite amount of current at a definite phase lag the sec
ondary is delivering current to a given circuit.

Consider

a simple circuit, or resistance v and reactance x, which if

connected directly to the supply mains, would take the same

current as delivered to the primary of the transformer, as
above, and at the same phase lag.

This simple circuit is

equivalent to the transformer and the secondary receiving cir
cuit, and v and x are called the equivalent primary resist

ance and equivalent primary roactance, respsctivoly, of the
secondary receiving circuit.

Let R be the actual resistance of the secondary receiv

ing circuit, and x the actual roactance, I* the number of pri
mary turns, and If" the number of secondary turns, then

v{rf
and

x •/ ~
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The.se two equations might easily be derived by resolving the

primary electro-motive force E" into its two components, but
in this instance it is not deemed necessary.
Transformer Losses. -

ere it not for the presence of

certain losses in a transformer it would be 100 per cent

efficient, or, ±n other words, as much energy as could be
taken out as is placed in, output equals input.

This is not

only true of the transformer but with every machine there

are losses that lessen the output and thereby lessen the
efficiency.

However, the transformer is the most efficient

of all machines, the efficiency running as high as 98.5
per cent.

The losses in the apparatus are due to the following:
(a)

The resistance of the electric circuits.

(b)

Reluctance of the magnetic circuits.

(c)

Hysteresis.

(d)

Eddy currents.

These four losses may be divided into core losses and cop
per losses, depending on whether they take place in the iron or
in the copper wire of the transformer.

Core Loss - (a)

Eddy Current Loss. - Eddy currents are

currents that circulate through the iron core and cause heating
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of the core, also tend to demagnetize it, and thus it would

require excessive current to flow through tho primary winding
in order to set up sufficient

magnetization.

.

\ to overcome this de

To a great extent this is overcome by build

ing the core of thin strips of iton and each strip is insulated

from tho other with the natural oxide on the surface, or by
Japan lacquer.

These strips are called laminations.

These

laminae, when built up into the form of a core, are transverse

to the flow of the eddy currents but longitudinal with the
flux.

Eddy currents are practically independent of the load.
The counter E.M.F. and the

.\

that produces these

eddy currents are in phase with other, that is, with the pri
mary coil, because they are both produced by the same flux.

The value of this E.M.F. which produces the eddy currents
may be computed by the formula -

Ee* ?e/Ii' whore P •» power loss in watts due to these
eddy currents, and I * the exciting or no load primary cur

rent.

The value of Pe may be computed from the following

iriciil formulae, upon the assumption that there is per
fect insulation between the laminae:
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Pe •K V f2 l2 B^, where X • a constant, depending
on the reluctivity and the restivity of the iron.

In prac

tice this value Is used as above 1.6 x 10"11.
V » volume of Iron (solid) in the core in cubic centimeters,
1 • thickness of one lamina in om.

f » frequency.

Bm * maximum flux density • total flux per sq. cm.

(C) Hysteresis. - A certain amount of power is required to

carry the iron through its cyclic changes.
is due to the presence of hysteresis.

This power, P ,

The value of this power

can be obtained by the following Steinmetz law:

Ph -10-7 vfnB^6
where v = volume of iron in core in cm3,
f « frequency.

Bjjj * maximum flux density.
and I • hysteresis constant, which varies from .002 to .003.

That part of the impressed E.i:.F. which must be expended

in the primary circuit to balance this loss due to hysteresis
may be obtained from -

ph
En » jwhere ^ • power loss, and 1^ • primary current.

The core loss in modern commercial transformers at 60 cycles

may be about 70 per cent hysteresis and 30 per cent eddy current loss.
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In 125 cycle machines It may be about 55 per cent hysteresis
and 45 per cent eddy current loss.

This increase is evident

because of the fact that in the P^ formula the frequency
f-r enters in, while in the Ptt formula f the second -oower
enters in.

The core loss is dependent on the wave-form f, the im
pressed E.I2.F., a peaked wave giving a somewhat lower core
loss than a flat wave.

In numerous cases alternators that

give waves so peaked that transformers tested from them show

from 5 to 10 per cent less core loss than they would if
tested by a true sin wave.

The temperature of tho iron in the transformer affects

very materially the core loss.

As the temperature of the

iron increases both the hysteresis and eddy current losses
decrease.

"In commercial transformers, a rise in temperature

of 40° will decrease the core loss from 5'/' to lO;'.'."

The core loss is practically constant at all loads, e.nd

has the same magnitude whether measured from the high or low

tension side, the oxciting current in either case being the
same percentage as the corresponding full-load current.
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The exciting current varies in value with the design of
the transformer. It generally will not exceed 5 per cent
of the full load current, and in standard lighting trans

formers, may go as low as 1 per cent. ;vhen measuring core

loss, if the product of the impressed volts by the e citing
current is less than twice the measure watts (I. e., If cos

.5 or 0

60°.) there is reason to suspect poorly con

structed magnetic joints or higher densities in the iron
than is allowed in good practice.

Copper Loss.. - The copper loss of a transformer is

aim st solely due to the regular current flowing through
the colls. r>hen a transformer has its secondary open
circuited the copper loss is merely that due to the ex
citing current in the primary winding, I2 mag R . This is

much smaller than the core loss generally because both *• mag
and R

are small quantities.

Khen the transformer is regularly loaded the copper loss
may be expressed -

?c ': xp 2Rp * *B2 • Rs
I R loss of each coil.

which is merely the sum of the
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Efficlency. -

The efficiency of a transformer is

e: pressed by the ratio of tho net power output to the gross
power input or what is the same, by the ratio of the power
output to the power output plus losses.

The efficiency should

be measured with non-inductive load, and at the rated fre
quency, unless otherwise specified.

Inasmuch as the losses in a transformer are affected by

the temperature, the efficiency can be accurately specified
only by reference to some definite temperature such as 30° C.
The all-day efficiency of a transformer is the ratio of

the energy output to the energy input during the 24 hours.
The usual method in practice is based on the assumption of

five hours full load and 19 hours no load in lighting trans
formers,

lith a limit to the first cost the looses should

be adjusted so as to give a maximum all day efficiency. For

instance, a transformer supplying a residence with light
will only be in use a few hours each night.

much cooper and little iron.

It should have

This will make the core loss,

which continued through 24 hours, small, and the copper loss
which lasts only a few hours, comparatively large.

Too much

copper is not advisable because it results in poor regulation.

In the case of transformers working all the time under load,

there should be a greater proportion of iron, thus requiring
les;- copper and giving less co per loss.
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Regulation. -

The definition of the regulation of a trans

former, as authorized by the American Institute of Electrical
Engineers, is as follows:

"In transformers the regulation is the

ratio of rise of secondary terminal voltage
from full load to no load (at constant im

pressed primary voltage) to secondary full
load voltage."

Further conditions are that the frequency be kept constant
and the load

be non-inductive.

As good a definition, probably, as there is may be taken

from a numerical example.

Suppose a given transformer supplied

from constant voltage mains gives a secondary terminal voltage
of 108.5 volts at full load, and when the load is thrown off,
or at zero load, the voltage rl3es to, say, 112 volts, then
its per cent regulation is 112 - 108.5
_••• • —

.^ ,m *
x 100 - 3.22 per cent.

100.5

This decrease of secondary terminal voltage with an in

crease of load is due to the coil resistances and to mag
netic leakage.

When the receiving circuit or load is non-

inductive, the decrease of secondary terminal voltage is due
almost entirely to coil resistance, when load is inductive it

is due almost entirely to magnetic leakage.

When load is a
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condenser, the affect of magnetic leakage is to cause the
secondary terminal voltage to rise with increase of load.

Methods of Connecting Transformers. - There are various
ways of connecting transformers in a circuit Mi there are

also the single phase and the polyphase transformers, which

differ in the manner of connection, however, the single phase
only will be treated here.

Vvlien transformers are used to supply power to grouns of
lamps or motors at constant voltage, stepping down from con
stant voltage transmission lines, the primary of each trans
former is connected directly across the mains and each trans
former delivers to a separate group of lamps or motors. The
secondaries are connected to (fog load.

This method of con

nection is known as the parallel connection of transformers.
Tho primaries of sever,. 1 transformers may be connected to
gether \.hich is known as the series connection of transfor
mers, but this method is very seldom used.

Small transformers for lighting plants are sometimes

ma.de up of a 2-part primary coil and a 2-part secondary coil.
fit* this scheme the primaries may be connected in parallel
or in scries giving 1100 volts or 2200 volts, likewise the
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secondarles may be connected in parallel or in series, giving
110 volts or 220 volts.

With any of these latter schemes

of connection the greatest of care should be taken so as not

to form a connection that would short circuit one coil on

another, which would cause great damage to the transformer,
or probably to human life.

Construction. - Besides giving a detailed discussion

of the theory and operation, it might also be well to give
a few facts concerning the construction of this particular
transformer.

The dimensions of core and the amount of copper used
is given in the calculated data of this design. After cut
ting all the laminations for the core, they were taken to

the shops and built up in the core. Both the long legs and
end. laminations were so cut that when placed flat and ends

together, arectangle was formed, the inside dimensions being
7" x 13". The alternate layers then overlapped one anpther
up through the whole core thickness. One good coat of shellac

was applied about every other layer for the bettor insulating
of the core. After the core had been clamped down firmly for
a week the core was taken out of the form in which it had
been placed and clamps made of seasoned oak, as shown in
drawing were placed over the ends.
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Hot wishing to make the coils square, so as to fit the

core, round pieces were turned, and four sectors, having
for their width the same as that of the core, were cut from
each piece.

These four pieces were clamped on the core, one

on either side, and securely fastened with strong wire so
that tho laminations could not spread.

These, now round

legs, were then well insulated with tape.
The primary winding, being composed of #2 wire, was

built up by bonding the wire over a round form just a trifle
larger than the core leg.

One end of the transformer core

was then removed and the primary winding slipped down over
the core legs.

This winding was well insulated with linen

cloth and tape.

The secondary winding, which is composed of approximately
20,000 turns, was built up in twenty sections, each section
having 937 turns.

A form of wood, with a detachable end

plate, was made and fitter' to a mandrel.

This was placed in

a chuck, and to the protruding mandrel end was attached a
revolution counter.

After the proper number of turns had

been wound on the form, the end plate was removed and the coil

taken off.

This v;as securely wrapped and taped and placed in

its position over the secondary on the core.
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Ten coils of this secondary were placed on one leg and

the remaining ten on the other leg.

Two strips of wood

fiber and an extra sheet of linen cloth were placed between

eaoh two adjacent layers for the sake of good insulation.
As each coil was placed It was tested out to see that

it was correctly put on, and also to note any breaks, if

such were to have happened in the process of winding.

After

all the coils had been pro erly placed and insulated the

ends were wired together and carefully soldered.

These con

nections were also well insulated.

When all connections had been made on the cover, and

the core and colls carefully placed in the retaining case,

which was later filled with oil, the transformer was complete.
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Given Data..

K. W. output * 5

Frequency m 60 cycles.

Ratio of transformation - 110 volts to 25,000 volts.
Ratio 1 to 227.

Core type.

0 in m.l. « .,"364
B max • 40,000.

Circular mills In primary, 1200 - 1500.
Circular mills in secondary, i;:00 - 1800.
Lamination thickness, 14 to 20 mills.

The area of cross section of core is determined by the
p

0 max

formula A - J~^ -here 0 • flux in megalinos and B max.
B max is the maximum instantaneous value of flux density in
lines per unit area.

A2 .

.3304 m.l., .

'—40000—

°*4 sq* i^hes, or

A - 8.4 sq. inches « 2.9" per side of square core.
Primary Rinding.

The formula for finding the number of turns in the primary
4fl

2-

4.44 0 N f

-jjjg

,

.

wnere jZ5 is the same r.s above, II is tht
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number of turns, and f is the frequency. Solving for I
we find B S4.44
ll.°xYolts
x 1qG
.475 x 10bx 6q » 8 7 turns in primary.
For a 5 k. ":. transformer at £5,000 volts terminal

voltage we have approximately .2 amperes in the secondary,
and 45.4 amperes in primary. To carry these currents #t0
wire is used in secondary and ft in the primary. Instead

of a ft in the primary ten #21 wires will be used in parallel.
87 primary turns x 227 ratio ft 19.750 turns on secondary.
19,750 turns

SO coils

" 987'5 tUrnS per coil-

,26,000 volts

20 coils

" 125° VOlts per coil*

#2 wire » .278" diameter, or for 44 turns per leg of core
equals approximately 12.2" on either side.

Koan length primary turn - 13". 13" x 87 turns » 1131"
or 94.5 feet #2 wire.

1276 mnumber of ft| ivires per square inch.

£p7
127&

mgo. turns per coil
No. turns per sq.in. v;ould ta^© up .802 square inches

in secondary,

lumber pounds of copper wire in secondary ft 19,750 turns

x 1£» mean length x .00117 lbs. weight per foot ft 34.56 lbs.
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34.56 lbs. x 30 cts. per lb. • 010.40 approximate cost
of secondary wire.

Resistance of primary .000156 ohms per ft. x 94.5 ft. .01474 ohms.

I T* loss • (45.4)

x .01474 ohms - 30.378 watts.

Resistance of recondary ft. ,0319 ohms per foot x 29,625 »
945 ohms.
2

I R loss » (.2)

2

secondary current x 945 ohms R. of

secondary ft 37.8 watts lost in secondary.
1450 circular mills per ampere were allowed for the
primary.

1600 circular mills per ampere were allowed for the
secondary.
Dimensions of Core and Coils.

The inside dimensions of the core are as follows:

Height 13 inches, width 7 inches.

The core is 2.9",

square, so the outside dimensions are - height 18.8",
width 12.8", thickness 2.9".

The primary winding will be one layer thick and will

be placed next to the core, taking up about 12.5" of the
13" inside dimensions.

*;2-

—.

The NtNfe^ ocil will be separated from the primary
ooil by insulation tape and strips of wood.

Koch coil will

be .5" thick m& l#6n radial depth.

Allowing 3/8" between

colls for insulation and is pert® i

.• dilation for the 10

coil® per leg of core v.-c have approximately 4*5" taken up
for insulation.

10 coils at ,5" thickness take up 5", so

the sum of 5" + 4.5" • 5.5" taken up for the secondary coll©
longitudinally.

There will then be about 3" for clearance

on the lneide of core legs,

osldeo the I I IfttfMN of the primary and secondary,
'ave the hysteresis and ©.-.ay current losses of :he core,

Tor hysteresis Ions we have IL * .0067 x 60 cycles x 360
cu, in. « 144.5 ' atts loss.

or eddy current loro we have*.

WA ft ?. * ** * Yo1' in cu.ln. . 7 x 3600 x 360 « 9 06 ^to
10°

10c

144.5 watts hysteresis.
9.06
eddy current.

37.8

,.gO.S7

"

xi 8 lose primary.

I"' K loss secondary.

£21.73 watts total looses.

Secondary Reactance.

Ig * •—£ where Ag * ratio of trenaformtlon * .039 x {287)£« gOli ohme
i

% * drop • .2 x 2016 ohms « 403,2 volts.

—<oO—

403.2 volts

2E.UU0 terminal volts' " 1-6 Per cerlt-

45.4 amperes primary x .039 « 1.75 volts drop.
1.75 vol^.8 drop

H^Trimary volt

„ - „

x'6 l)or cent'

Carole Diagram.

In this diagram let o a represent the magnetizing current
whose value is obtained as follows:

Magnetizing current » /TpowcTT^^
The power component being measured on the y axis and the watt
less component on the x axis.
Power component ft 1.(39.

"attless component «* 46.7" mean length of flux path x
7.5/87 turns in primary winding • 4.04.
4.04

4.04

2.85 amperes effective.
2

1.415

Magnetising current - (1.39)2 • (2.85)£ » 3,17 amperes of
displacement.

Tan a * ~^£ = ,409 or a - £6°4'.

The factor 7.5 was found in the standard Handbook, and the
mean length of flux path was figured by the formula:
Mil. • Outside perimeter + inside perimeter
Z
c

" 46.7".
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locu?16 llnG a ' roprcscnte «»« diameter of the circular cur
rent end is found by the formula:

Primary voltapre

110 b ..„

Total reactance

T7J71T

10 ^Peres.

She line AB represents the maximum short circuited current
and is found by the formula:
«—

Primargjyoltagg
• Z
.'. "~~:"

(.033) +total roactaRCe

p;

I max •
• -r—

._
-^dbL-.--^^,

(.033)2

Tan a - T7T~ E .92128 or a * 22- K„i

1410

♦

070

m no

T0845"" 1300 amPs*

,

•• «' where a ft the angle between

the maximum short circuited current and tho diameter of the circular current losus.
Table of Values.
Constants

Primary resistance * .01474 ohms.
.Primary reactance »

.039 ohms.

Secondary internal induced voltage » e.
Secondary resistance • 945 ohms.

Secondary reactance * 2016 ohms.

Secondary resistoce at approximate full load - l£400e>ohms.
inciting current - (1.39 + J 2.85)

Admittance ft I »(.0126 + .026^ )
r'l. Z * (124000 -c/2016) - 124000,
..'J.

I

•

-

*

e

.

Z (124000 -72016 Y

' f2"'40o0 " •00°008075 e.
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#3.

.000008075 e.

M* i, » I, 81 - .000008075 e (945 -J201G).

#5. E «e-E' »e(.007625 - .01625)= e(.992375 +/.01625).
#6.

#5 solved * .9924 e.

#7.

I *

1 e - .00441 e.

#8. X • 227 If - .00183 e.

*9' ^o * Ei (*0126 + .026^) • .00441 e (.0126 « .026 c/)»
e(.0000556 + .0001146j).

#10. J, *%♦ |^ mt(.00109 •.0001146/).
♦ .0001146</)(.01474
Expanded • e (.0000323 - .000072^).

11. EQ « I0 8fl - e (.00109
12.

- .039 j).

#13 E0 » E± + Eg = e (.00444423 - .000072J).
#14. E0 - .00443 e or e «=
£o
. 110 . M „rn

In #2 , „ 24750

^^3

T004443

mM

^4'750 VOltS'

' 124000 * -1995 amperes.
In #5 Ef » .9924 e « 24,560 volts.

In #10 I0 = e( .00189 ♦ .0001146J)«f.OOOU03b72 + .OuuOoOOl^lgll'g •
.0018901.

.0018901 x 24,750 volts - 46.58 amp.

The results of this table of values were calculated by using
the formulas given by Steinmetz for atransformer delivering a
load to a non-inductive receiving circuit.
The angles of lag are as follows-.

From formula #4 we have tan r;» - £§J{? -2.13 or W» • 64*52'.
From formula #5 v;e have tan a1 « .01625
"7&9237"5

" -016 °r a' - 55».
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Formula #9 gives tan fl • '! 0000550 a 2#06 or r; " G4° •**«

Formula #10 gives tan a - •^qq^^ * '0G06 or a « 3°20».

Formula #11 gives tan Y«T^fff " '-•?4 or Y« 69°57'.
Formula fef gives tan B' » <QggggJ| - 2.23 or 3 - 65<> 5-.
Formula #13 gives tan B- -^ggg§ - .0061 * 28«.
Per Cent Loads.

Part

rimary current, , . .

Secondary current, . .

:

25$ . :

:

11.35 :

:

.05

: Wft

50$

22.7 :

:

0.1

:

1 100$

; 125$

34.05 :

45.4 :

.15

.2

1

I

2

I

R Primary

1

1.9

:

7.6

:

17.1

! 30.37 :

1

2.35

:

9.4

:

21.2

|

154

;

154

:

154

2

I

H Secondary, . . .

' Iron Loss

'<

» ^otal variable losses 1

Total losses,. . . .

' Input
Output,

Efficiency,

4.25 ; 17.

56.75 :

.25 :
47.5

37.8 : 59.

68.10
.3

: 200^
:

90.8

1

.4

:

60.4

•121.48

:

05.

:151.2

! 154

154

i

154

I

154

1

•

38.3

|
>

68.17;

j 150.25

: 171.

|

192.3

j

1250

:

2500

•

3750

:

5000

1092

:

2329 :' 3568

:*

4778 :

.' 87.5$ :'

: 150-;

106.5

153.4 < 272.68

222.2 i 860.1 ! 307.4 i 426.7

7500

': 10000

5989 ! 7193
93$ :' 95.5$ ; 95.5$ : 9<.o$ ! 96

i 10526

•

6250

:

-' 95.2$
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Summary of Specifications and Technical Data.

#1.

Output in K.V.A. » 5.

#2.

Primary voltage * 110.

#3.

Secondary voltage • 25,000.

4.

"5.

Frequency in cycles per second * 60.

Type of transformer • core.

#6. Value of maximum flux in mega lines « as specified .475.
7.

Maximum flux density ft 40,000.

8.

number of primary turns • 87.

#9.
•10.

Humber of secondary turns • 19,750.
Area of cross section of iron in core ft 8.41 sq.ln,

11. Allowance in per cent for Insulation between laminations- 10, .

#12. Size and shape of primary conductor = #| 13 ft c or 10 12s B ft S.
.13. number of circular mills per amporo in primary ft 1450.
14. Thickness of tape - 10 mills. Thickness of paper 4 mills.
15.

Total thickness of insulation on primary winding • ap
x

proximately 50 mills.

,'16. Composition of insulation on primary »paper and tape.
17. Size and shape of secondary conductor • ,'22 B & S.

#18. number of circular mills per ampere in secondary
conductor * 1600.

^

19. Total thickness of insulation on secondary - 4" between coils.

)*>* Cora^sitione0f Insulation on secondary • linen cloth and
Hi. Arrangement of primary and secondary coils - Primary coils

wall be placed not to core and secondary coils over them.
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#22.

number of turns per section of primary winding * 43.5.

#23.

number of turns per section of primary winding • 988.

#24.

Number of sections of primary • 2,

#25*

number of sections of secondary • 20.

#26. Maimer of separating coils from core - by wooden strips.
:7.

Size of opening in core for coils • 7" x 13".

#28.

Dimensions of core tongue • 17".

#29.

Complete outside dimensions of core •» 12.8" x 10.8".

#30.

Cubical contents of core • 400.

"31.

Volume of iron in core » 360 cu.in.

f32.

Thickness of laminations » 17 mills.

3,

Factor of hysteresis loss •

.0067,

#34.

E dy current factor • 7,

#35.

Hysteresis loss ft 144.5 watts,

#36.

Edy current loss * 9.06 watts.

•37.

Total iron or constant loss • 154,51,

#38, Mean length of magnetic circuit ft 46.7".

#39, Ampere turns per inch at maximum density «
7 x 5 x 46.7

gg^Q

n, ,
a .014
ampere turns.

#40. Virtual primary amperes required for magnetization .014 amp. turns x .707 factor B ,009898.

#41. Power component of exciting current ft m » Ph * pea 139
amperes where Ph - hysteresis loss and Pe - eddy currc.it
loss.
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42. Exciting current and phase position with reference to
1 « 2.85 amperes and the angle • 26°4".

#43.

Mean length of primary turn ft 12.8".

#44. Resistance of primary winding at 50° C ft .01474 ohms.
#46* Mean length of secondary turn » 18.1",
-6.

Resistance of secondary at 50° C = 945 ohms.

#47. Primary copper loss at full load * 30.38 watts.

#48. Secondary copper loss at full load 50°C =37.8 watts.
"49. Total copper Us* at full load • 68.10 watts.
-50. Copper loss plus iron loss at full load - 222 watts.

HKl. Efficiency at 1-load •87.5$; at &-load -93$,
at 3/4-load -95.5$; at full load -95.6$; at 1* load
95.8$- at 1$ load ft 96$; at twice full load -95.2$
#52. Formula used for calculation of leakage reactance 108 H

ft** Solving for Xt or total reactance we have

100 H

6° X

~Q

x13 -.078

total leakage reactance.

In above foromla K- 1.4 (1

♦

2r) . 3.4 (1 ♦ * , .017 . 3.616.
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4. Diameter of circular current locus »ii2~volts •1410 amps
.078

short

,55. MaximumAcircuit current and phase position with I » 1300,
and the angle « 22° 53*.

#56. Value and phase position of primary current at full
non-inductive load « 46.50 amperes, angle = 3° 28'.

7. Value of secondary terminal voltage at full non-inductive
load - 24,750 volts.

#58. Maximum efficiency unity power factor - 960.
. Point of maximum efficiency unity power factor s I* load.
60.

"eight of iron in core • 100 lbs.

61. 'Voight in copper in coils « 53.56 lbs.

#62. Copper lose per square inch of coil surface » .13 watts.
#63. Total transformer loss per square inch of external
surface » .28 watts.

#64.

Method of cooling oil.

#65. Maximum increase ,f temperature at full non-inductive
load • 49.750.

#66. Output per lb. of active materi; 1 ft .065 k.w. per lb.
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